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Photographic Quiz – Vegetative Lepidoptera! (part 2)
Compiled by Rob Petley-Jones
Test your identification skills on these British butterflies and moths. Those of you who
are botanists or gardeners may be at an advantage as the names all these species also
include the name of a plant (in English). As some plant names are commonly used in
Lepidoptera names there is necessarily some repetition! No prizes as ever – just a
good feeling if you score well. There are 16 to have a go at, here and on inside back
cover. Good luck! Answers on p21
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MESSAGE FROM OUR BRANCH CHAIRMAN
Welcome to our Spring 2022 newsletter. With so many now vaccinated and ‘boosted’ at
last we can see some semblance of return to where we would like to be without the
constant threat of Covid. I say this with caution as some of the consequences of the last
30 months will last for many years; however, we must remain positive and make the
most of the opportunities that lie ahead.
While we have been so understandably distracted by the global pandemic, the threat to
our climate and biodiversity remains as great as ever. Some positives came out of
COP-26 but all the indicators are that our natural world has never been under such
threat. The ‘headline’ summary of the ‘State of Nature Report’ [2019] makes for
difficult reading. ‘The pressures that have caused the loss of biodiversity over recent
decades continue to have a negative effect’. The report highlights climate change,
agricultural change, hydrological change, urbanisation, pollution, woodland
management and invasive non-native species as amongst the biggest threats. Public
support for conservation continues to grow with a 40% increase in donated volunteer
time since 2000. However public sector expenditure on biodiversity as a proportion of
GNP has fallen by 42% since a peak in 2008/9. The government’s own assessment
shows that it will fail to meet most of the global 2020 targets it committed to through
the Convention on Biological Diversity.
I love this quote from a 15-year-old conservationist: ‘Nature provides liberation from
the hustle of modern society allowing our attention to shift away from ourselves and
focus on the glorious and the sublime. For me it is not a supplement, it is a necessity’.
Equally of concern is the powerful report entitled ‘The Economics of Biodiversity’ by
Professor Dasgupta…..a ‘wake-up’ call to completely re-appraise the way we think
about our future and our planet. You will need a serious investment of time to read all
610 pages, however you may wish to go to the 10 page ‘Headlines Messages’ section
which provides home truths that cannot afford to be ‘ducked’……I have selected just
four…..
[1] ‘Our economies, livelihoods and well being all depend on our most precious asset:
Nature’.
[2] ‘We have collectively failed to engage with Nature sustainably to the extent that our
demands far exceed our means to supply us with the goods and services we rely on’.
[3] ‘The solution starts with understanding and accepting a simple truth: our economies
are embedded within Nature: not external to it’.
[4] ‘Transformative change is possible -we and our descendants deserve nothing else’
You may be aware that the Trustees and Senior Management of Butterfly Conservation
produce 5-year plans designed to sharpen and re-focus priorities to take the charity
forward. Taking on many of the concerns mentioned above, BC have published their
latest ‘2021-2026 Strategy’ to reflect more than ever the growing urgency to take action
for our butterflies and moths and their habitats….. before they are so degraded that our
biodiversity will be permanently damaged.
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The 2021-26 Strategy has three key goals…..
[1] Halve the number of the UK’s threatened species of butterflies and moths.
[2] Improve the condition of 100 of the most important landscapes for butterflies and
moths.
[3] Transform 100,000 wild spaces across the UK for people, butterflies and moths.
For further details of this bold and ambitious strategy and how we can all play a part to
help please go to the main Butterfly Conservation website. In the meantime, I have
included a short article below from BC head office and Chris Packham especially written
for branch newsletters…….

We Choose Hope
Nature is in crisis in the UK. We are facing unprecedented loss thanks to both the
climate crisis and a frightening crash in biodiversity. As many of you will know, since
1976, 76% of butterflies have declined in abundance or distribution while our larger
moths have declined by 33% since 1968. We live in a world where many people are
amazed to see butterflies and moths as they become increasingly uncommon. This is an
untenable situation. Particularly as we know it doesn’t have to be this way.
So, we are choosing another way. We choose hope and positive action to create a world
where butterflies, moths and our environment thrives. We choose to fight for what we
believe in. To do this Butterfly Conservation has just created the most ambitious plan of
action (Saving Butterflies and Moths) we have ever produced in our 53-year history.
Our plan enables key activities which will allow us to recover populations of butterflies
and moths across the UK. It will also allow us to expand our outreach further and
connect more people to nature in new ways. We will work even more closely with other
conservation organisations, government and landowners together to fight for our

wildlife. We will also act strategically to tackle threats to species and manage land
sustainably all across the UK.
We will recover, transform and inspire to save our butterflies and moths.
So, we actively choose a positive future, where land use is more sustainable, where
threatened species are recovering and where butterflies and moths thrive alongside
people. Saving Butterflies and Moths provides a pathway to that future. With our bold

https://butterfly-conservation.org/our-work/our-strategy
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new approach and ambitious plans, we know that we can make a radical difference for
butterflies, moths and the natural world we all love.

"Right now, we are facing a man-made disaster of global scale. The twin challenges of
climate change and biodiversity loss are pushing much of the natural world to the brink
– including many of our most treasured species. In the UK, the majority of our butterfly

and moth species are in worrying decline”.

Chris Packham, Vice-President of Butterfly Conservation

Finally, I want to draw your attention to the
many and varied articles in this edition; from
accounts of visits to Cumbria and other areas
by nature lovers from across the UK, to
numerous reports on species and habitats in
our beloved Cumbria. Thankyou to all who
have contributed and if you have an article that
you could write please let us know! I also must
highlight our fantastic programme of events:
attend as many as you wish making sure you
book with the named leader.
FURTHER DETAILS are on our Cumbria BC
web-site.

Best wishes, Chris
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterfly Conservation Cumbria Branch Summer 2022 Field Trips and Events

Outdoor Events - general advice and information: For all outdoor events, participants should
bring suitable outdoor clothing, waterproofs and boots or similar and, sun cream and plenty of
water in hot weather. Bring a packed lunch for full-day events,
General safety advice will be given before all our events. We ask all who attend, to take
personal responsibility for their own safety and possessions, and to pay special regard to trip
hazards and the presence of ticks. Before starting, please advise the walk leader of any medical
or other conditions which could lead to you being unable to complete the walk. We strongly
advise that you look at the website www.butterfly-conservation.org which will provide you with
useful and important information including how-to get-there.
BookingWe limit numbers for some events for safety and we require booking with the party
leader by e-mail as soon as you are able to confirm attendance. If you need to cancel a booked
place, please tell the leader asap so that the place(s) may be offered to others. Leaders may
also be able to answer any individual request for further information.

Programme
The Butterflies of Warton Crag [joint with Lancashire BC]
Saturday 23 April 1000–1430
Target species: Pearl-bordered Fritillary; Green Hairstreak and other early spring species.
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Note This walk is steep and narrow in places, and is not recommended to those who would find
this difficult
Directions: Meet at main Warton Quarry car park SD491723, sat nav LA5 9RB
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

The Butterflies of Halecat Woods and Nichols Moss
Monday 16 May 1000-about 1430
Target species Pearl-bordered Fritillary, Green Hairstreak and a range of spring butterflies
Directions:Meet at Halecat Garden Centre SD4336 8357, LA11 7RT
Contact: Martin Chadwick, martin_chadwick@hotmail.com

National Moth Night Event in South Cumbria (to be confirmed)
Possibly on Thursday 19 May, look online nearer the date for confirmation and details. Bring a
good torch and a peaked cap.
Contact:Martin Tordoff, mtordoff42@gmail.com

National Moth Night Bowder Stone Borrowdale
Joint with National Trust
Saturday 21 May 2115 until late. This area has magnificent habitat but very few moth records.
Bring a good torch and a peaked hat.
Directions:Meet at the Bowder Stone car park, NY253168, sat nav CA12 5XA
Contact:Martin Tordoff, mtordoff42@gmail.com

The Butterflies of Ormsgill Slag Banks, Barrow-in-Furness and optional excursion to nearby
Sandscale Haws
Monday 23 May from 1030 to 1330 with the option to 1600 after lunch.
Target Species at Ormsgill: Dingy Skipper, Common Blue, Small Blue. ……at Sandscale Haws
wonderful dune flora and fauna.
We may be joined by members of the Arnside Natural History Society
Directions: Parking area by the slag banks just off A590T at SD192712, satnav LA14 4AA.
Contact: Helen Wallace, largebubble@uwclub.net assisted by Chris Winnick,
chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

The Butterflies of Warton Crag
Thursday 26 May 1000–1430
Target species: Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, Dingy Skipper, Common Blue, Small Heath and
other spring species.
Note This walk is steep and narrow in places and is not recommended to those who would find
this difficult
Directions: Meet at main Warton Quarry car park SD491723, sat nav LA5 9RB
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Branch AGM and Member’s Day, Blackwood Farm, Braithwaite
Saturday 28 May 1000 to about 1500
For details of this amazing Marsh Fritillary and Forester Moth site please see the details below
this programme.

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:martin_chadwick@hotmail.com
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Directions: Going west past Braithwaite turn right off the A66 and park in the farmyard NY232248,
sat nav CA12 5RZ
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

The Butterflies of Kendal Fell
Sunday 29 May 10:00-about 1430
Target species Duke of Burgundy and Dingy Skipper and other spring species at Kettlewell Crag.
Directions: Kendal, meet at the junction of the ‘Tram Track’ and Queens Rd, SD511928.
Note There is only very limited parking here and parking on Queen’s Rd is limited to 1 hour
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Marsh Fritillaries at Finglandrigg Wood National Nature Reserve plus optional afternoon visit to
Maryport Saturday 4 June from 1030 to 1330 with Maryport option to 16.00.
Target species; at Finglandrigg Marsh Fritillary [only public site], Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary
and Small Copper; and at the coast, Small Blue; Wall, Dingy Skipper and Common Blue.
Directions: West of Carlisle on B5307 through villages of Thurstonfield / Kirkbampton. Haverlands
car park is a further 1.5 miles west on the left NY284572, sat nav CA5 6JD. After lunch drive to
Maryport at NY030358 (Hutton Place) Park on road or in car park which is also the meeting point
Contact: Steve Doyle stevedoyle44@hotmail.co.uk

Mountain Ringlets at Irton Fell and optional visit to nearby Drigg Dunes
Friday 10 June 1100-1500
A gentle climb to see Mountain Ringlets at their lowest altitude site in Lakeland. Possible
afternoon extension to Drigg Dunes, time and weather permitting.
Contact leaders first or look online if weather bad or doubtful.
Directions: Meet at large car park, NY121012, sat nav CA19 1XA, on Eskdale Green to Santon
Bridge road.
Contact: Martin Tordoff 01539 735935, 07981 348148, or Chris Winnick,
chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Higham Hall Residential Course, The Butterflies, Moths and Countryside of north-west Cumbria
Sunday 12 June-Wednesday 15 June
For details of this course see the website of the Higham Hall Adult Education Centre near
Cockermouth. Tutor Chris Winnick.

The Butterflies of HeyshamMoss and Heysham Nature Reserve
Friday 17 June 1000-about 1500
Target species Large Heath, Large Skipper, early summer butterflies, dragonflies, day-flying moths
and wildflowers
Directions:Meet at 85-91 Meldon Rd, Heysham. SD423603 sat nav LA3 2HJ [Near Heysham Moss.]
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Early Summer Moths at Brantwood, Coniston Water
Joint event with Brantwood
Sunday 19 June from 0800 until around 1000
We’ll be examining and identifying the overnight catch of moths from traps in Brantwood’s
beautiful lakeside and hillside gardens. Excellent photographic opportunities.

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Booking essential. Subject to cancellation in the event of severe weather conditions
Directions: Meet at Brantwood’s car park at SD312958, satnav LA21 8AD
Contact: Martin Tordoff 01539 735935, 07981 348148, mtordoff42@gmail.com

The Butterflies of Holme Stinted Pasture and Holme Park Fell and see below
Friday 1 July 1000-about 1500
Target Species dark Green and High Brown Fritillaries and other commoner species Look out for
and hear the Yellowhammer!
Directions: Meet at gate at SD 534783 but park further downhill in the lay-bys making sure all
cars are well off the narrow lane so that farm vehicles have good access.
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

The Butterflies of Holme Stinted Pasture and Holme Park Fell and see above
Tuesday 5 July 1000-about 1500
Target Species dark Green and High Brown Fritillaries and other commoner species Look out for
and hear the Yellowhammer!
Directions: Meet at gate at SD534783 but park further downhill in the lay-bys making sure all cars
are well off the narrow lane so that farm vehicles have good access.
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

The Butterflies of White Scar, Whitbarrow and Farrer’s Allotment
Sunday 17 July 1000-about 1500
Target species: On a good day, many summer species including four types of Fritillaries, Northern
Brown Argus and Grayling
Directions: Park on the former A590 road SD 46328511, sat nav LA8 8ES and walk the access road
to meet at Raven’s Lodge SD 46088525 (No parking at Raven’s Lodge, please)
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Identification and Recording Day at Levens Village Hall [formerly known as the village
‘Institute’].
Saturday 23 July 1000 to about 1600
Following the success of our last training day in 2019 at the Institute we plan another two-part
programme. The inside morning session will look at how to identify butterflies and day-flying
moths and how to record them. The outdoor afternoon session at nearby White Scar will put
theory into practice. In 2019 participants correctly identified nearly 20 species in the field. [See
branch newsletter, Autumn 2019 pp33-35 on the branch website].
For this and the next two courses [for 2023 and 2024] we are indebted to the Kendal Natural
History Society for providing the funds to offer 20 places free of charge. There will be light
refreshments but bring your own packed lunch.
Directions: Meet at Levens Village Institute, SD487861, sat nav LA8 8NL
Contact: Martin Chadwick and Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk or
The Butterflies of Hampsfield Allotment.
Friday 8th July 10.00 to about 15.00.
Includes locations on Bishop’s and Hampsfield Allotments, and visits to newt pond and
recently-seeded wild flower meadows. Target species: High Brown and Dark Green Fritillaries
Directions: Meet at Hampsfield Farm SD405786, sat nav LA11 6LY, Car share if possible.
Contact: David Jackson 015395 33322

mailto:mtordoff42@gmail.com
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Butterfly Conservation Lancashire Branch Members’ Day at RSPB Leighton Moss and Arnside
Knott
Saturday 30 July 0930 – 1300 and from 14:00 to about 1600
Cumbria members are invited to this day event with a morning opening moth traps and
presentations on moths and butterflies followed by a guided walk around Arnside Knott from
1400 for large Fritillaries and Scotch Argus. Cumbria members should book with Chris Winnick
and bring a packed lunch. Light refreshments will be available at a small charge.
Directions: Leighton Moss: SD478750, satnav LA5 0SW, then Arnside Knott NT car park at
SD449773, sat nav LA5 0BP
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Butterflies of Witherslack Woodlands and Howe Ridding Wood - Sunday 21 July 1000-1400.
Joint with Cumbria Wildlife Trust and Grange Natural History Society
Tuesday 2 August 1000-about 1430
Target species: Silver-washed, High Brown and Dark Green Fritillaries, Common Blue and possibly
late Northern Brown Argus.
Directions: Meet at The Kennels SD436859, sat nav LA11 6SD, adjacent to the Oversands School
entrance.
Contact: Chris Winnick, chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

The Butterflies of Smardale Gill Nature Reserve.
Joint with Cumbria Wildlife Trust.
Tuesday 9 August 1000 -about 1530
Target species Scotch Argus, late Dark Green Fritillary and other common summer species.
Directions: Meet on Newbiggin to Great Asby road, NY701056, sat nav CA17 4NY
Contact: Peter Boardman, peterboardman222@btinternet.com
_____________________________________________________________________________
BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION CUMBRIA BRANCH MEMBERS DAY AND AGM Sat
28th MAY 2022
At Blackwood Farm, Braithwaite, Near Keswick, Saturday 28th May from 9.30 to approx.
16.00. All are welcome [including non-members] to attend this our ‘flag-ship’ event of
the year. This year we return to this wonderful Marsh Fritillary site….the best in NW
England. This working beef farm just two miles west of Keswick is also home to a good
colony of Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary and the rare metallic green day-flying Forester
Moth….along with damp-loving wild flowers, birds and other invertebrates.
We will spend the morning in the purpose-built conservation centre and then have a
guided walk around the site in the afternoon. The programme [subject to confirmation]
will be….
[1] 9.30-10.30: Moth Traps from the previous night opened and viewed with
opportunity for photographs.
[2] 10.45-11.30: A presentation on the ‘Butterflies of Cumbria’.
[3] 11.30-11.45: Coffee break.
[4] 11.45-12.30: A presentation on the ‘Moths of North Cumbria’
[5] 12.30 -13.00: Branch AGM and opportunity for questions.

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:peterboardman222@btinternet.com
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[6] 13.00-13.45: Lunch. [Bring own packed lunch…..drinks and toilets available]
[7] 13.45-16.00: A guided walk around this amazing farm looking at how it is managed
for Marsh Fritillary Butterflies: Target species Marsh Fritillary, Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary and Forester moth.
WE RECOMMEND….On the A66[T] heading west from Keswick look out for the single
storey conservation building on the right [1/2 mile beyond the left turn to Braithwaite]
and slow down on this fast road as there is no central lane for turning right. Park [car
share if possible] just inside the metal gate at GR NY 232 248. NOTE if the weather
dictates, we may ‘flip’ the AM and PM programme…. either way bring boots AND
wellingtons as it could be very wet! This is our main event of the year….if you have been
before you will want to return!

BUTTERFLY AND DAY FLYING MOTH INDENTIFICATION AND RECORDING TRAINING
DAY on Sat. 23rd JULY
This was a very popular event before we had to suspend due to Covid-19. Places are
free [as we have been generously supported by the Kendal NHSoc.] but with only 20
places available we suggest you book with Chris Winnick as soon as you know you can
attend. For further details see the list of events in this issue and the website. If you
require further information contact Chris on chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Brown Hairstreaks update from searches at Coldwell Parrock Landscape
Trust reserve and Gait Barrows NNR

Searches and success rate
Sue and Paul Brindle and myself, continued our search for Brown Hairstreak eggs at
these two local reserves between 27 December 2021 and 4 February 2022, with greater
success than previously (see Butterfly Conservation Cumbria Branch Newsletter 43,
autumn 2021).
At the Landscape Trust reserve at Coldwell we concentrated on the main Coldwell
Parrock area, but also extended our search to Fore Bank, with just 7 eggs being found at
the latter place. In the main area a total of 154 eggs were found in 34.5 hours of looking,
which gives a success rate of almost five per hour.
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Habitat
The majority of these were on low Blackthorn bushes suckering out from the older
bushes in the hedgerows and at a height of about two feet, although some were
located between five and six feet in the hedgerows. It was noticeable that many of
these smaller bushes were protected from grazing by Bramble thickets.
Jeremy Thomas described in his Ph.D published in 1975 that the majority of eggs were
laid on south and south-east facing young Blackthorn growth ( cited in Eales, P. 2019,
Life Cycles of British and Irish Butterflies). We have found them on these aspects and
also on north-east and south-west facing aspects.
Management
Thomas estimated that 50 to 100% of the eggs were lost following a severe trim of
Blackthorn bushes in hedgerows. Beneficial management involves a rotational cycle,
where a third of the available Blackthorn is cut back each year.
Further observations made by Thomas Merckx and Koen Berwaerts (Insect
Conservation and Diversity 2010), found that hedgerows and woodland with scalloped
edges contained significantly more eggs than those with straight edges, which equates
to our findings at Coldwell Parrock.
At Gait Barrows NNR Sue and Paul with help from Dave Foy, searched some of the areas
mainly along the tracks and paths which we looked at in 2021. Here they found a total
of 124 eggs over 13.5 hours, with a success rate of approximately nine per hour, even
better than at Coldwell Parrock. Most of these were on south-facing aspects.
Sightings of adults

I have not been fortunate
enough to see Brown
Hairstreaks flying yet at
Coldwell Parrock, but Sue and
Paul saw six on 20 August 2021.
Some of these were seen
egg-laying on the low
Blackthorn bushes.
Future considerations
This limited study has shown
that it is relatively easy to
locate Brown Hairstreak eggs
once you know what you are
looking for, so help would be

appreciated in searching other local areas where Blackthorn occurs, both during the
winter period and during the adult flight period between mid-July and early September,
with the peak occurring at the end of August and early September. Please get in touch
with me of you would like to help.
Lynne Farrell
lynneonmull@btinternet.com
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The Lapsed Lepidopterist mis-IDs but will still hold Mercury Vapour
Parties (...or Gatherings)!

I was hoping to write a more upbeat account about the latter half of last year, to
counter the slightly pessimistic report in Newsletter 43 and indeed a week after filing it
that seemed likely. The bright note of a bright male Brimstone reported then, was
complimented by the appearance of a cream coloured female on a Buddleia in the
‘other garden’, now in August. Joy! The spring male will have been a hibernatee, but
this lady will surely have been progeny of that earlier brood. So it would seem possible
that Brimstones are on the move north – where is the Buckthorn though? I was told the
lack of food plant up this way was the reason for their absence. I know a friend has
planted two small bushes, but I really don’t think he can take the credit. Is their
appetite changing then? Come on PhD students - get those research grant applications
in!

But the upbeat mood wasn’t particularly long-lived as miserly moth counts
continued. A further 16 trapping sessions covering 4 different locations revealed 87
species. Beech Cottage welcomed Barred Hook-tip, Oak Lutestring and proved Chevron

to be unreliable – 9 on one
night and none the following
night in the same conditions.
The ‘other’ Braithwaite garden
(soon to be sold, so a
house-warming gift for the
incomers will be a must!)
yielded 2 Garden Dart,
Square-spotted Clay and Devon
Carpet. A garden below The
Bishop at Powter Howe,
Thornthwaite, visited twice in
2017, attracted Barred
Hook-tip, Dotted Carpet, Heath
Rustic, Northern Rustic, Oak
Lutestring, Tawny Pinion and a

very tired looking Poplar Hawk on 8th September. I’m hoping to target this location
more this year, as I think it may hide some surprises; although summer visits will
require working from inside the butterfly net to avoid marauding midges.

Tawny Pinion and Northern Rustic are nice finds, although Dotted Rustic, as I
excitedly reported to MT post-catch, would have been more so (second mis-id
recently…I wonder why he’s stepping down as records checker?!). One interesting
observation is that all Buff Footman at this location wear grey coloured livery, whereas
down the road at Braithwaite, orange-yellow (f.unicolor) is the preferred dress code

Oak LutestringOak Lutestring
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(come on PhD students!). I suppose it does reflect
the sartorial difference between the inhabitants of
the two villages.

Dubwath Silver Meadows went unrecorded
during the year as The Pheasant Inn’s renovation
closed down my power source but a long standing
date with MT will hopefully be fulfilled this
year...depending on his patience! Blackwood Farm,
a joy in Marsh Frit season last year, saw no new
records for the first time – mainly due to my
laziness I expect!

So a disappointing year in some respects,
which has only fuelled my sadness at man’s
ongoing inhumanity to nature. Even my Brimstone
brilliance may be part of that equation that has

also enabled Commas & Devon Carpets to show their true colours to us here in Cumbria
and with Lime Hawks on the horizon perhaps I should smile a bit more…but if you win
some, you lose some a Mountain Ringlet here, a Garden Tiger there. Hey ho.

But enough of this despondency I hear you cry, we’ve had too much of that
recently! It’s another year and soon I will be able to welcome some old friends to my
Mercury Vapour party (or gathering if you’d prefer). I shall cheer a Chestnut for being
the first; smile at an Ermine pretending to be dead; be awed by a Hawkmoth’s power
design; get annoyed at
insomniac Yellow
Underwings; respect the
Canary -shoulder’s bad
tempered look and marvel
at the exquisite Merveille du
Jour and…wait a
minute…..isn’t that a Clifden
Nonpareil.......MARTIN?

Peter Macqueen

Buff Footman f.unicolor

Canary-shouldered Thorn with attitude

Buff Footman f.unicolor
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Small Blues in West
Cumbria

Overall, this very special
species in West Cumbria had a
relatively good year despite
the pressures it is constantly
facing with survival. It survives
due to an incredible amount of
work put in by Workington
Nature Partnership volunteers
who carry out habitat
maintenance work and
recording. Credit also goes to
those who record extensively along extant coastal sites and search for other new sites.
In particular Robert Parks and Richard Pratt have done well in this respect and others
like Lyn and Mike Mills who regularly record their own colonies near home.
The pressures the Small Blue face are much as usual with planning applications on
brownfield sites which are often required for other commercial reasons and we have to
accept that housing and job creation is important – but so too is wildlife and we in
Butterfly Conservation must work with others to get the balance right by creating
win/win situations. I won’t go into more detail now but suffice to say that years 2020
and 2021 have been extremely hard work to get that balance right and if we had not
worked tirelessly we would have lost our best two remaining ‘core’ breeding sites in
Workington. As it was, we worked well with those concerned and managed to re-route
work away from both areas but if we had not done that, who else would have done it?
Our work continues and so no doubt will the pressures.

On the plus side the
Small Blue is now
much more respected
in West Cumbria as is
Small Blue habitat
and it’s breeding
areas given the
publicity it has had.
Over last two years
along with Cumbria
Wildlife Trust’s ‘Get
Buzzing’ project we
created or restored
68 new wildflower
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patches along the coastline connectivity route from Workington to Maryport. 2021 in
Maryport saw 13 new scrapes flower for the first time with Kidney Vetch and Small Blue
butterflies were seen on every single one having moved from the nearby colony at
Maryport harbour. Such an emergence was fantastic because the old colony had
diminished and needed significant extra habitat to help its longer-term survival. The
new sites provide more than Kidney Vetch to attract other species and to provide
nectar sites in a most important connectivity corridor. The flora there was a sight to
behold as too will be the case in 2022. Other sites created in Maryport and Workington
will take time to mature and some will come good in 2022 – we will wait and see but
the signs are good and they are all in locations which are not likely to be under
commercial pressure.
I must mention the amount of anti-social activity which has blighted some of our sites in
Workington and Butterfly Conservation have probably been a ‘pain in the neck’ for
Allerdale Council but we do appreciate such anti-social behaviour has also been a costly
pain issue for them as well. At this time the Council do seem to have got successfully to
grips with the problem. On one ‘core’ breeding site we lost to anti-social behaviour 2
years ago, [on which we counted over 100 Small Blues] it is bit by bit self-restoring: in
time, and provided there
is no more destructive
activity, it will once again
do well for Small Blues
and other key species.
We will continue to work
with the Council who we
know have other
priorities and face
reorganisation from the
Local Government
strategy planned for
Cumbria.
Further south in Cumbria
the Small Blue colony we created in Barrow looks to be thriving and the BOOM (Back on
our Map) Project are looking to enhance the extant colony with the intention of making
it large enough to provide stock to locate on nearby restored or created satellite sites
thus creating a metapopulation within realistic connectivity of each other. With a bit of
help from Butterfly Conservation we wish them well.

Fingers crossed all round for a decent crack of the whip in 2022 for Small Blues – and
us!

Steve Doyle
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REMINISCING ROMBALD’S

An introduction
www.lepidigi.net

Rombald was a Yorkshire giant, so folklore tells us, who bestrode the heather moor
watershed between Airedale and Wharfedale. Rombald’s Moor refers to the entire area
containing the sub-moors of Ilkley, Bingley, Morton and others.
This article is not only a collection of life-long entomological and wildlife recollections
but also a glimpse into the formation of a profound love of my county’s heather moors
built-up over a lifetime. It all started a long time ago, before I was 10 years old, when
the family moved from Middlesbrough to Shipley in West Yorkshire. I had already
become acquainted with the North Yorkshire Moors prior to the move and although my
interest in butterflies and moths had started I had not yet connected the two passions
‘in the field’.
This connection was soon to be revealed on the famous moors accessed from the
legendary Dick Hudson’s pub above Bingley. ‘Rombald’s Moor’ became the shorthand
designation of countless visits during my teenage years supplemented by night-time
visits to the nearby Morton Moor where my father would park the car so as to
illuminate the heather in his headlights, my initial introduction to moth-trapping,
charging around frantically after Antler Moths with net in hand, frequently stumbling in
the rough vegetation.
Emperor Moths, Northern Eggars, Ruby Tigers, plenty of Fox Moth caterpillars (but
never an adult insect) became familiar inhabitants with the accompanying distinctive
call of Red Grouse and the occasional liquid and sublime notes of the Curlew.
What follows are extracts from some of my visits to this heather moorland habitat
during the past decade.

25 May 2012. I arrived at Dick Hudson's in
glorious hot sunshine but with a cool
easterly air-flow present. No sooner had I
passed through the gate at 11am and
started up the path between the walls
when a Peacock flew up ahead and basked
on the left-hand side wall, sheltered from
the wind. A short way further on a Small
Tortoiseshell was laying in a nettle crown,
ignoring me as I passed.
As I reached the first level of moor bird

activity was low and song was particularly
absent apart from a sole Lapwing that fussed around drawing attention to itself and the

http://www.lepidigi.net
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near proximity of its nest. But no Curlew,
Grouse, or Greylag called. Meadow Pipits
and Skylarks were their usual selves.
Cotton grass dotted Hog's Hill dip and the
moors looked lovely capped by a
cloudless blue sky. In the relative shelter
from the wind on the path up from the
dip the Latticed Heaths were getting
themselves dashed into the heather - this
is a very clumsy moth that clearly hasn't
learned how to land in blowy weather.
The first Green Hairstreak came into view up the path and soon became very common,
mostly hunkering low down in the lee of the wind on the heather. My stroll continued
to the wall that delineates Burley Moor and runs north towards the Morton Moor radio
masts. I stopped here for a short while to breathe the air deeply into my lungs, eyes
closed. I do so love this place!
On the stroll back a male Emperor Moth was seen flying strongly into the wind, the only
one seen on this visit, and my best efforts to scour the heather for a female proved
fruitless. A couple of Beautiful Yellow Underwings buzzed around the base of the
heather and one of them seemed to be egg laying. The only Curlew of the trip put in an
appearance at this point circling ahead of me and calling plaintively. The Green
Hairstreaks were abundant on the return leg, unsurprisingly, and I was struck by the
great variation in underside markings.

A grouse egg, pierced by a crow, lay at the edge
of the track and the Peacock was still in the sunken footpath to welcome me back.

25 May 2013. I felt proud and honoured to be sharing this place with my good friend
David Dennis after the 3-hour drive north to Dick Hudson's and Bingley Moor. The
Green Hairstreaks are much more photographable on the heather than on the trees and
shrubs of our local Chilterns and we both spent a happy morning with our cameras.
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Peacock and Small Tortoiseshells put in an appearance as did a male Brimstone back in
the pub car park - another species that certainly wasn't in this neck of the woods when I
was here as a lad.
(Upon leaving ‘Dick’s’ we followed the lanes to Helmsley and then on to Hawnby in the
middle of the North Yorkshire Moors. David had the co-ordinates for the restoration
project nearby to bring the Duke of Burgundy populations back to strength and we
were pleasantly surprised to find them in good number.

The next venue was Spaunton Moor, near Kirkbymoorside, in search of Pearl-bordered
Fritillaries, and we weren’t disappointed there either. In all the years I’d lived in
Yorkshire I was unaware of the existence of these two species here, not to mention
Large Heath as well deeper onto the moors!)

3 May 2014. I arrived at Dick's at 12.30 with the temperature reading 14° and with a
gentle breath of a breeze. A Small Tortoiseshell flew past me as I walked up the sunken
path onto the moor. Bird song was noticeably absent, presumably due to a
preoccupation with nesting. On the first descent through the plateau wall I noticed a
Green Hairstreak low down on the heather, soon to be supplemented by many more of
these emerald gems. A Fox Moth caterpillar was seen busily following the path so I let it
run onto my hand before depositing it into a safer place. A visit to Hog's Hill was made
easily across previously burnt heather with no risk to ground-nesting birds and several
Green Hairstreaks were flying there.

On my way back to the main path a Grouse alerted
others to my presence, sitting prominently on top of old heather. A couple of Northern
Eggar larvae had their photos taken. Around 1.30pm the sun disappeared behind clouds
and the Green Hairstreaks disappeared too, abandoning their vantage points on top of
the heather for the safer bright green bilberry patches and ground-level grass -
interesting survival behaviour I thought! Somewhere close by a Curlew called. The stroll
back to the car was pretty uneventful with only a pair of Meadow Pipits flying anxiously
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across the path. My trip finished at 2.10pm and the temperature had crept up by all of a
single degree.

4 May 2015. Arriving at the pull-in just before Dick Hudson's around 10.30 I booted-up
and put on my fleece as the temperature gauge was showing 12° and a brisk
south-westerly was blowing. A Kestrel hung in the air towards the top of the walled
path - a perfect characterisation of its vernacular name 'windhover' - and Skylarks
welcomed me as I reached the first area of the moor. I scoured the heather but was
always careful not to walk into it so as to avoid disturbing any ground-nesters. As usual,
I was looking out for a female Emperor Moth, her greyness contrasting with the

darkness of the heather but a good half-hour passed before anything of note came to
eye, a Northern Eggar caterpillar sitting on the heather top. Down in the 'dip' I found a
new species (for me) in the shape of a lizard, a Common Lizard, and managed to get a
few shots. Cocoons of Ruby Tiger - Phragmatobia fuliginosa – this must be THE best
scientific name of any moth - and also Northern Eggar larvae were spotted high in the
heather, and photos taken!

Eventually I made my way across to the small, old quarry at Hog's Hill and in the lee of
the higher ground found the first Green Hairstreak of the day, but by now it was midday!
A second was seen nearby. A total of two Latticed Heaths had also been seen alongside
the main path, both of them blown crashing uncontrollably into the heather. Grouse
were clearly sitting tight on their nests although I disturbed a cock which flew off
complaining. Curlew song was often in the air. I returned to the car around 12.30 with
the temp gauge reading 14° reasonably satisfied with the couple of hours and not
surprised about the absent Empress.
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20 August 2015. Hoping to pick up some fully grown caterpillars so that I could be
certain of getting decent photos next Spring, I parked in Dick's carpark on an overcast
though humid day just after noon and a gentle southerly breeze assisted me up on to
the moor. Just as the track levelled out a Small Heath settled in the sheep-grazed grass
and light heather, a species I don't recall having seen here before but a very suitable
candidate for this habitat. Further on, by the first transversal wall, another three were
seen. The sun was illuminating the purple swathes of heather at this point inviting a
couple of photos.
A Red Kite also circled and soared overhead and, once again, I think this confirmed

sighting was new to my experience up here, though not at all unexpected. But no

caterpillars yet. Two or three Silver Ys buzzed around in the heather and a few Latticed
Heaths allowed themselves to be blown about. My 'miss' of the day was a Peacock
taking nectar from heather, a lovely composition, but as I raised my camera it flew off.

3 May 2018. Parking up at Dick Hudson's around 2.10pm the sound of a Curlew down
the valley was wonderful and I made my way up the sunken path to the moor stopping
to track and identify a pair of Mistle Thrushes probing the path. Meadow Pipits were
around and a distant Grouse welcomed me. The moor was very quiet but I decided to
track across to Hob Hill picking my way at times through the beautiful sphagnum
cushions resplendent in their spring green. Upon entering the 'quarry' bit of Hob Hill I
spotted a female Emperor Moth low down amongst the bilberry - totally unexpected,
and a real treat made even better when I realised that she was paired with a male,
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mostly obscured behind her. Photos were
taken. I then tried to apply some fieldcraft to move the pair for a better view but the
male immediately separated and began revving up, soon to fly up and be taken away on
the breeze. Further shots of the female ensued. Nothing else was flying, except for
handsome bumble bees, as I made my way back to the car arriving an hour after
departing. A most worthwhile first visit of the year!

Peter Bygate

The Butterflies of Ormsgill Slag Banks
On first seeing Barrow’s equivalent of the White Cliffs of Dover, namely Ormsgill Slag
banks, you may be tempted to write them off as an eyesore. An accumulation of more
than a century’s worth of waste from the former iron and steel works, does not
immediately look very appealing.
But those lepidopterists who have already visited the site know the folly of judging a
book by its cover. Thanks to work started in the 1990s to reclaim the derelict land, “the
slags”, as they are affectionately called, are a haven for over 20 species of butterfly, a
similar number of moth species and abundant wild flowers, including Bird’s Foot Trefoil,

Kidney Vetch, Bee Orchid, Bugle and Red
Clover.
One of the earliest annual Cumbria BC
branch field trips is a spring visit to the slags
to look for Small Blue [Cupido Minimus)] This
thriving colony was a planned introduction
when local ecologist Sam Griffin captured
and relocated approximately 100 adult Small
Blues from Workington Station car park to
the site in 2015.
Due to the abundance of yellow Kidney
Vetch, which thrives in the low-nutrient soil,
Small Blues are doing so well that the Slags
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have become a donor site for other reintroductions. Ellie Kent, from BOOM, trained
volunteers to capture, mark and recapture Small Blues between the end of May to July
2021 with results showing a very healthy population. They also discovered that
individual adults of this species live for an average of 9 days.
A 2nd brood of Small Blue is a common occurrence at the slag banks and last year they

were still being recorded in the 1st week of
September. [A second site in Barrow, at
Cavendish Dock, also has a small colony of
Small Blue; it is likely that they migrated
there from the Slag Banks.]
Ormsgill is also good for spotting Common
Blue, Dingy Skipper, Grayling, Wall Brown
and Small Heath while Speckled Wood are
abundant along the northern path through
the trees. On a sunny day in late May or early
June it is possible to find a delightful number
of these species and up to 15 additional
species. A butterfly ‘feast’!
Moths commonly seen include Burnet
Companion, Mother Shipton and Burnets-
both 5 spot and 6 spot. Sporadic sightings
have included Eyed hawkmoth, Small
Elephant hawkmoth, Blackneck and the
lovely micro moth, Scoparia Pyralella. My
most interesting sighting to date was a Leucistic Ringlet, which was apricot in colour,
rather than the normal dark brown.
For those wanting to do a self-guided walk around the slag banks the car park is OS ref.
SD192712 (LA14 4QZ) The circular walk takes about 45 minutes and is mainly on good
paths, with two short, sharp climbs, one of which is on grass which can be very slippery
when wet.
Leave the carpark at the far end and follow the road uphill. Just before the bridge there
is a grassy area on the right where you may see Comma, Large and Small skippers and
Meadow Brown. Once under the bridge, turn sharp right up a steep, narrow path
looking out for Speckled Wood as soon as the path flattens out. Just before a fork, look
at the wild flower patches on the right and left for Common Blue, Skippers, Small
Copper and other common species like Meadow Brown, Ringlet and Gatekeeper. Take
the tarmac path beyond the barrier, adjacent to the railway line. Between here and the
wooded area at the end is where you are most likely to see Small and Common Blue
and Dingy Skipper. Once on the path through the wood, look out for Speckled Wood,
Comma and dragon and damselflies flying up and down.
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Back out into the open, with the
sea immediately in front, turn
left and steeply uphill, to follow
the line of the trees. Take care
after rain. You may see Red
Clover and several orchid species
here, including Bee Orchid. Look
out for Skippers and Wall
Brown…..and look back for
spectacular sea views! As the
path bends right it takes you
through “Sea Buckthorn alley.”
Take a short detour onto the
areas of rubble to look for
Grayling.
Continue ahead with the sea on
your right. Once through the

opening, a large, grassy area opens up towards the sea and you will see a stone circle.
This plateau is due to have scrapes constructed on it at some point in the future. For
now, just follow the colourful bank round to the right to see Small and Common Blue,
Small Heath and Six Spot Burnets . Retrace your steps and aim for the stony path
heading downhill, alongside the slag bank. This is another great area for spotting
Grayling and Dingy Skipper. Once through the metal gate you are now back at the fork.
Enjoy the walk, the views and the natural history of the beautiful ‘slags’!

Helen Wallace

Answers to our Photographic Quiz

1. Flounced Chestnut Moth 12. Pine Carpet moth
2. Olive Moth 13. Nettle tap moth
3. Holly Blue Butterfly 14. Reed Dagger moth
4. Reed Leopard Moth 15. Oak Beauty moth
5. Lime Hawk-Moth 16. Pink-barred Sallow moth
6. Alder Moth
7. Oak Nycteoline moth
8. Foxglove Pug moth
9. Lilac Beauty moth
10. Scalloped Hazel moth
11. Grass Wave moth
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Marsh Fritillary news

In Cumbria we have not always achieved maximum
publicity with our ground breaking Marsh Fritillary
reintroduction programme. Publicity can be good
but too much of the wrong sort can be
disadvantageous: many of our colonies are on
private farm land and excessive footfall is not good
for the farm or for the Marsh Fritillary.
From a ‘standing start’ following extinction in 2004,
Cumbria has become very much a ‘hot spot’ for
Marsh Fritillary. As you know doubt know from past
articles, we followed a robust strategy for our
reintroduction which involved creating four ‘core’ breeding colonies surrounded by
satellite sites. Numbers on each core site were such that self-colonisation was likely to
happen naturally as part of the strategy and by the end of the 2021 season we now

have around 30 confirmed breeding colonies
over a well spread area in the north, west and
central Cumbria plus an additional ‘core’
colony which is now well established in south
Cumbria.
In 2021 alone two newly self-colonised
breeding sites were confirmed both in Central
Lakes and a third is likely to be confirmed in
2022.
Having so many breeding sites leads to an

increased amount of work both to monitor during the course of the year to ensure good
management and to count the larval webs each August to see if a site is expanding or
contracting. In 2021 we had a greater number of volunteers who helped out but if you
wish to help [perhaps at one particular site?] please get in touch with either our
Regional Officer Dave Wainwright,
myself or Chris Winnick our Branch
Chairman. I can tell you its very
rewarding work but can be time
consuming.
Our thanks go to all those who carry
out such work and to the
all-important farmers and landowners
as well as Natural England NNR staff
particularly at our public site at
Finglandrigg for all the work they do
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there.
So far, the comments above focus on the positives and rightly so, but there are some
negatives which have come out of the annual surveys we do. Some sites are not
managed in accordance with Stewardship Agreements or in accordance with legislative
requirements for legally protected species of which Marsh Fritillary is one. We are
aware of those concerns and try our best to overcome them but it takes time and those
involved are not always
cooperative – but we in B.C.
Cumbria will always do our
best.
Here's to a most successful
2022 season which I write
with some apprehension in
February in the midst of one
of the worst storms we have
had in Cumbria for a very
long time – so fingers
crossed!

It’s behind you >>>>>>>

Steve Doyle

Zen and the Art of Seeking Out The UK’s Butterfly Species by
Motorcycle (Part 1)

According to what you can easily find on Google, “Zen” is described as a state of calm
attentiveness in which one's actions are guided by intuition rather than by conscious
effort. You could surely describe the best motorcycling experiences in this way, a state
that I’ve found is certainly attainable by riding stunning roads such as the Route des
Grands Alpes in the French Alps, or the Wild Atlantic Way in Ireland for example. In a
play on words with the well-known book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,
we would keep the “motorcycle” but replace the “maintenance aspect” with seeking
butterflies (in itself, an activity that approached “Zen” as we got more and more into it).
But how did this come about?
Well, back in October 2019, whilst enjoying some drinks one evening with my childhood
friend Simon Russell (known to friends as Fuzzy or Fuzz), a plan was hatched to seek out
the species of UK butterflies that we hadn’t seen, would like to see again, or weren’t
sure that we’d seen.
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It sounded like a great project for us, so we chinked glasses in celebration of our new
aim. For myself, I vowed to do it all by motorcycle, and Fuzz, being a motorcyclist
himself, would also travel by two wheels on most occasions. The project was on.

We came up with our butterfly “hit list” and
researched places to find them, along with their
flight times. Ideally, we thought it good if “the
project” could be done in a single year as Patrick
Barkham had described doing in his book The
Butterfly Isles (though without the motorcycle), but
this was unlikely due to our various commitments
of work, family and other stuff. A certain pandemic
(not really a topic in 2019) would exacerbate these
constraints, so it would be done over three
summers (and is still in progress at the time of
writing).
Our travels would take us near, far and wide in
search of the species on our “hit list” – from
Battlesbury Hill near Warminster in Wiltshire close
to where I live, to further flung areas such as
Hickling Broad in Norfolk for the Swallowtail, Aish

Tor on the southern fringes of Dartmoor for High Brown Fritillary, the Knepp Wildlands
in Sussex for His Imperial Majesty, the Purple Emperor, Compton Bay on the Isle of
Wight for the Glanville Fritillary, Branscombe in Devon for the Wood White, Green
Down in Somerset for the Large Blue, and to an area well-known to many Butterfly
Conservation (Cumbria) members, the Smardale Gill National Nature Reserve near
Kirkby Stephen.
Space doesn’t allow for each of story of our trips to be told, so I’ve selected three that I
hope will be of interest and enjoyment, including our visit “up North” to Smardale Gill.
In “Part Two” to be published in the Autumn, I hope to describe our return to Cumbria
in search of the Mountain Ringlet, the Large Heath and the Northern Brown Argus, all of
which are on our “hit list” for 2022.

THE HIGHLY ENDANGERED HIGH BROWN FRITILLARY – The Last Day of May 2020
The plight of the High Brown Fritillary in the UK is depressing, the species having
suffered a catastrophic decline in distribution, arguably making it our most threatened
butterfly. We therefore had to see it whilst it was still possible to do so.
I knew that they were found on a few sites in the Southern valleys of Dartmoor, so I

kept a regular eye on the Devon Butterflies social media feed, learning that some High
Browns had emerged (very) early. Aish Tor seemed like the place to go according to the
blog, but Fuzz had also suggested Hembury Wood (from a book that he had).
I looked forward to this day. It was a relatively early start; I was on the road at precisely
7.48am, having cooked breakfast and checked my moth trap before I went. It was bliss
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to be hitting the road (after hardly having gone anywhere since the beginning of
“lockdown one” in late March) with the sun behind me on an eerily quiet A303. As
always, I enjoyed the climb up into the Blackdown Hills, and would be at Fuzz’s place at
Payhembury (near Honiton) for socially distanced tea, coffee and catch up in his garden
before setting off for Dartmoor.
We took the route from Payhembury to Cullompton and jumped onto the M5 heading
South West, which becomes the A38 after Exeter. It was an uneventful cruise to
Ashburton, where we would turn off and head into the valleys of Dartmoor’s lower
reaches. On the climb up the hill out of Newbridge, close to our destination, a large
fritillary flew alongside the road. It was probably a High Brown, though it could have
been a Dark Green. We both noticed it.
My “dress rehearsal” for this type of trip had worked well, with enough room in the
bike’s panniers to store everything securely that we weren’t carrying, with my helmet
and Fuzz’s leather jacket chained to my rear wheel with a padlock.

We didn’t know which way to
go, so we walked “up and
around” the Tor, catching
brilliant views of the Dart
Valley below. We spotted a
few Small Heaths and a Green
Hairstreak, but no sign of any
fritillaries. We suspected we
were too high up, and that
the best place was further
downhill; we spoke to others
who appeared to think the
same.
We headed purposely
downhill, and after crossing

what seemed like an invisible line, it was spectacular. We met a butterfly enthusiast
(and former motorcycle circuit racer) who had a lot of knowledge of the site; he’d just
seen 30 or 40 specimens. Soon, we would see the same. Also, there were decent
amounts of Small Pearl Bordered Fritillaries still on the wing, a species I’d not seen since
I was 10 years old in a glade in Longleat Woods, near where the Center Parcs holiday
park is now located. Fuzz was also with me then. There’s none there anymore.
Despite the fabulous number of sightings, we decided to up-sticks and try Hembury
Wood in the afternoon a few miles away, but it was very different. We hardly saw any
butterflies at all. Maybe we went to the wrong areas, but we didn’t give up on it easily,
covering quite a bit of ground. I think the most promising area we found was an open
area with a West facing aspect, but even there we saw virtually nothing. Things must
have changed at Hembury Wood. It was a magical day nonetheless, and an ambition
fulfilled.
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UNDERCLIFF SEARCH FOR THE WOODWHITE – Late April 2021

Until most recently, Fuzz tended to use books to find information about butterfly sites,
but I got him more into using the immediacy of blogs and social media profiles run by
the Butterfly Conservation local groups in order to find out where the sightings are
occurring in real-time.
Our previous year’s visit to Aish Tor and Hembury Wood was a good example of this;
bloggers had posted news of High Brown Fritillary emergences at Aish Tor, whilst
Hembury Wood was listed as a High Brown Fritillary site in a book. We saw plenty at
Aish Tor, but couldn’t find any at Hembury later the same day. The world had moved on,
but the book hadn’t.
On the same train of thought, I’d seen a post by someone reporting a first sighting of a
Wood White on the undercliff at Axmouth, on the South Devon coast. These fascinating
areas between Axmouth and Lyme Regis, and between Beer, Branscombe and
Sidmouth are a known stronghold for this species. On the face of it, exposed coastal
cliffs seem like improbable locations to search for such a delicate, frail looking butterfly,
but something about this habitat clearly works for them.
It was late April, the release from lockdown had been recently granted, and the
weather was favourable, so we decided to go for a look. I set off early, deciding to go
via the Somerset Levels for a change, but found the traffic was quite busy and ended up
resorting to a stint on the M5. This ate up the miles and I got to Fuzz’s at around 9.20 .
A pot of tea in the garden was most welcome after my mad dash.
We’d both done a bit of research on the area at Axmouth we needed to visit, planning
our time to search the accessible parts of the Undercliff National Nature Reserve.
Though it ultimately proved unsuccessful in terms of the Wood White, we sighted

various Spring species such
as Orange Tip, Dingy
Skipper, Green Hairstreak
and even a Clouded
Yellow.
As the good weather
continued to hold, we took
the opportunity to try
again a couple of days later.
This time we visited
Branscombe, and sighted
our first specimen within
ten minutes of
commencing our search,

on the cliffside behind some beach huts on the Western side of the beach. I punched
the air.
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However, this side of the beach looked less promising overall (and certainly less
accessible), so we decided to concentrate our efforts above the Eastern side of the
beach in the coastal scrub and woods that forms the undercliff (which is part of the
South West Coast path, as it is at Axmouth).
We searched for a while, and whilst squeezing past a group of hikers, a Wood White
fluttered by. We immediately realised what we’d seen, so we decided to stay in the
area and see if it would return.
It did, and we watched it patrol a small section of the coast path, sometimes pausing to
nectar on a specific Vetch flower. The Wood White is described as being constantly
active in suitable weather, so to capture images of it nectaring were unexpected, and
we also witnessed a “near mating”
when a potential suitor arrived on
the scene. We watched them face
each other and touch antennae, but
they decided not to take the
encounter any further.
Whilst we watched and
photographed the action for nearly
two hours, we were passed by
various walkers, none of whom
noticed what they were brushing
past, and on one occasion, an
oblivious walker almost stood on the
nectaring insect as we crouched next to it. Nor did anyone enquire as to what we were
looking at with our cameras in hand. We decided that it was a metaphor for what is
wrong with everything in the world; a national rarity unnoticed and ignored, and
therefore not cared about. And these people were enthusiasts of the outdoors and
probably “into” nature.
STILL THEY RISE UP IN THE SUN, AND IN CELEBRATION WE RAISED A GLASS; THE
SCOTCH ARGUS AND A CUMBRIAN PUB STAY – August 2021
I’d never really thought much about the Scotch Argus, a seemingly remote and
unknown species to me, but as we approached the flight season, I suggested to Fuzz
that we seize the moment and head up North to search for it. We could either visit the
iconic butterfly site of Arnside Knott near the coast, just South of the Lake District, or
try the Smardale Gill National Nature Reserve near Kirkby Stephen further inland. After
some online research, I preferred the idea of Smardale Gill, primarily due to the historic
“numbers” in the reported sightings. Someone counted 447 specimens a few days
before our visit, for example.
The pandemic had resulted in very few people travelling abroad, with most choosing UK
staycations instead. Despite many places being fully booked, I found a perfect base for
our Scotch Argus search in the lovely village of Dent; a real ale and food-serving pub,
the George and Dragon (about 20 miles from Smardale Gill). We booked three nights.
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For the ride up, I set off the evening before, taking in some areas to the West of the
Cotswolds (Stroud, Tewkesbury and Pershore) before stopping overnight beside the M6
on the edge of Birmingham at Walsall. This gave me the option of having a decent ride
up through the Peak District and Pennines the following day, whilst still allowing time
for an afternoon “reconnaissance” visit to Smardale , weather permitting.
My route from Birmingham took me via Cannock Chase, then Rugely, Uttoxeter,
Cheadle, Buxton, Sparrowpit, the spectacular Winnats Pass, then Castleton and up
across the moorland landscape near the fabulously named Wigtwizzle, then through
Huddersfield, Halifax and Keighley to Skipton where I stopped for a break. Fuelled by
cake and caffeine, I pushed towards Dent where the milestone of precisely 30,000 miles
was reached on my BMW R1200 GS Adventure as I pulled up at the George and Dragon
pub; it was a nice moment.

The weather forecast fluctuated wildly
on the lead-up to our visit, and though
the outlook was not perfect, I was
confident we’d get our sightings. As I
progressed North through the Peak
District and Pennines, the weather was
warm and still, so Fuzz (who’d driven
up) agreed to meet me at the reserve
and spend an hour or so. Anything we
saw then would be a bonus.
I checked in, took my bags to our room
and rode on to Smardale Gill to meet
Fuzz. It was a nice ride, through
Dentdale to Sedbergh, then continuing
amid great scenery and good biking
roads to Kirkby Stephen, and through
the back lanes to the reserve. We saw
our first Scotch Argus specimens and
retreated happily back to the George
and Dragon, hungry for food and
thirsting for a couple of beers.

Next morning, we made our commute to the reserve, Fuzz having brought his biking
gear so that he could ride pillion with me. It was very windy, and worse than the
forecast had suggested, but we had a good day nonetheless, seeing many Scotch Argus
specimens as well as fresh Painted Ladies, Small Tortoiseshells, Red Admirals and
Peacocks in some of the more sheltered spots.
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That evening, we deliberated over our options at the George and Dragon, considering a
visit to Arnside Knott the following day rather than Smardale Gill, but in the end we
went for Smardale again. This time, the weather was better than the forecast. We
revisited some areas of the reserve that were productive from the first full day, as well
as some new areas that we didn’t check the previous day, such as the abandoned kilns
and quarry alongside the old railway track. We were also hoping for a very late
Northern Brown Argus (another species on our list), but it wasn’t to be, though we did
find a singleton Common Blue that had been battered by the wind and rain to the point
of being almost unrecognisable.

Before we left the reserve, we visited the bird hide and saw several Tree Sparrows
feeding on the peanuts put out by the
wardens (a scarce species, and a first for
Fuzz), and just before we walked out, a
pristine Red Squirrel capped off a great
weekend of wildlife.
This time we didn’t ride straight back to
the George and Dragon, as we had a table
booked for dinner at the “famous” Tan Hill
Inn, the UK’s highest altitude pub, and
perhaps the only one that possesses a
snow plough. We enjoyed our pub grub,
and headed back to Dent across the moors,
scattering Grouse, avoiding unpredictable
sheep and taking great care on gripless
road surfaces and cattle grids as a band of
rain moved in.

In Peter Eeles recent landmark book “Lifecycles of British & Irish Butterflies”, he
describes the Scotch Argus’ habits as “retreating among grasses as soon as clouds
appear, only to reappear again when the sun comes out …it is fascinating to watch an
apparently dormant landscape come alive with butterflies as the clouds move away.”
This was what we witnessed, on those three magical days in the fickle weather of
Eastern Cumbria; still they rise up in the warmth of the sun. And in celebration, we
raised a glass and had a drink in the George and Dragon.
On the Sunday, it was time for the long ride home to Wiltshire. I decided to make a day
of it, stopping at Settle to hatch a route plan over a pot of tea. My ride for the day (in
mixed conditions) took me through Colne, Trawden, Hebden Bridge, Ripponden,
Denshaw, Delph, Holmfirth, Glossop, Buxton, Leek, Stoke-on-Trent, then across to the
West, skirting south of Shrewsbury, then Church Stretton, Craven Arms, Hereford,
Monmouth, the Wye Valley, across the Severn on the M48, then along the M4 to Bath
and home. I was very much in the zone, no mistakes, the riding feeling very intuitive,
very “Zen” in fact. It was a great weekend all round.
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Our butterfly species “hitlist” contained as follows; Duke of Burgundy Fritillary, Marsh
Fritillary, Heath Fritillary, Pearl Bordered Fritillary, Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary,
Glanville Fritillary, High Brown Fritillary, Silver Washed Fritillary (valesina form), Purple
Emperor, White Admiral, Large Tortoiseshell, Wood White, Cryptic Wood White, Purple
Hairstreak, White Letter Hairstreak, Black Hairstreak, Brown Hairstreak, Swallowtail,
Mountain Ringlet, Large Heath, Scotch Argus, Silver Studded Blue, Large Blue, Northern
Brown Argus, Chequered Skipper, Silver Spotted Skipper, Lulworth Skipper, Essex
Skipper.
Text & Photography by Jeremy Cuff/www.ja-universe.com

Thanks to Butterfly Conservation (Cumbria) Chairman Chris Winnick for inviting me to
contribute this feature. Look out for “Part Two” in the Autumn edition, where I hope to
describe finding the Mountain Ringlet, Large Heath and Northern Brown Argus.

THEGREENRECOVERYOFMORECAMBEBAYWOODLANDS
In November 2020 Butterfly Conservation was successful in its bid to the Green
Recovery Challenge Fund in Morecambe Bay. This has enabled us to target woodland
management to benefit a range of butterfly and moth species.
Green Recovery was set up to provide funding for environmental charities and their
partners to start work on projects to protect species, to find nature-based solutions to
tackle climate change, to connect people with nature and to secure jobs.
Since our last update our team has changed quite a lot. In October we lost Eve Grayson
who was our engagement Officer [she left for a full time job with the RSPB in Wales];
she was a valued member of our team and has been missed greatly. We also lost Megan
quite early on but since then Hannah Griffiths has joined our team and is doing an

amazing job with the project’s online
presence with great results. We are now
getting enquires about new volunteers
through our social media channels. Martin
Wain, Lee Bassett and myself are still working
hard on the ground delivering the project.
We have now recruited an external evaluator
for the project, Sue Holden. Sue will be
helping us with the evaluation and will be
carrying out a thorough assessment of our

work. She will be attending some of our sessions, meeting with us as a team and
individually in order to obtain a good overview of what we have been doing. We will
connect Sue with the groups we’ve been working with so she can obtain feedback from
our various audiences.
We have had our funding extended to the end of June which is great as we have so
much still to do.
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Site Management Delivery: So far we have spent £44,000 on woodland management
at Hutton Roof Common, Holme Stinted Pasture, Marble Quarry, Burntbarrow, Dalton
Crags, Upper Gillberks, Challen Hall, Major Woods and Howe Riding.
Much of the work we are doing gives multiple benefits for the project, for wildlife, for
community engagement and for the local economy.

Map 1. The
sites we are
working on
begin to
connect nature
recovery into a
landscape
scale area, eg
project work
undertaken on
Hutton Roof
Common,
Holme Stinted
Pasture and
Dalton Crags.
We are also
linking with
partnership
organisations
at Holme Park

Fell (National Trust) , Holme Park Quarry (Aggregate Industries Ltd) and
Lancelot Clerk (Cumbria Wildlife Trust).

Engagement and Events

We have been really busy holding 85 events since lockdown rules were relaxed in
March 2021. We have had 804 volunteers/attendees at our events even though we
were restricted to a maximum of
6 at our first events. Altogether
our volunteers have racked up
1511 volunteer hours doing
practical conservation sessions on
sites. This is equivalent to 215
volunteer days and that’s a lot of
wood shifted!
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Mental Health and Social Groups:We have been working with lots of different groups
including Haverigg Prison inmates who have been busy cutting down trees and clearing
scrub on Dalton Crags and at Whitbarrow. They have also helped with the planting of
primroses at Whitbarrow.
We have been working with ‘Adullam Ladies’ which is a support group from Lancaster.
They have been out every month doing all sorts of things including woodland
management, charcoal art work, butterfly walks, Christmas wreath making, bonfires

and eating jacket potatoes
We have also been working with a
mental health group based in
Kendal, the Lighthouse Community
Mental Health Hub, ‘The Well’ [a
group helping adults suffering from
addiction], The Prop-up Project [a
youth mental health organisation]
and Cancer Care.
Getting The Message Out…. As a
team we attended the Lancaster
Mid-Winter Market as stall holders,
giving people the opportunity to

learn how to weave their own Christmas wreath from hazel and decorate it with festive
foliage. All the material used for the wreaths was collected from our woodland sites.
We also attended the Lancaster
health festival in summer. It was a
great opportunity to meet new
supporters, recruit new volunteers
and spread the word about woodland
management for Butterfly
Conservation in Morecambe Bay.
NHS Groups: in September we ran a
successful session for local NHS
link-workers in the area to
demonstrate what we can offer for
green prescriptions. We’ve since put
together a programme of events in
our monthly newsletter for green prescription participants to attend; this is then sent
out to all the local link workers so they know what is available. We have had only one
individual join us through this route, but we hope with improving weather we might be
able to encourage more people out.
Young People Groups:We’ve been working with young people to help provide training
and experience in practical conservation. We ran a day on Hutton Roof Common for
Lancaster University students taking the Practical Conservation Skills course and for
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boarders attending Dallam School at Milnthorpe. We had 39 students attend the day in
which everyone had a chance to help clear brash to create space for wildflowers to
grow for moth and butterfly species; groups went on a guided walk around the site to
talk about management and the importance of conservation grazing. We provided a
jacket potato lunch and are in the process of planning more days out as they are keen
to come back.

Summer Events: Over the summer we ran a whole host of activities for all to enjoy from
‘Moth & Mono-Printing’ with local artist, Angie Mitchell to guided walks to demonstrate
how to use the new and even more nifty ‘iRecord Butterflies’ app. Teaming up with
local moth experts, Justine Patton and Martin Tordoff, we were able to begin many

Lancaster University Students warming
up around the bonfire

A participant of the Prop-up-Project
drawing a moth during a printing session

A participant ’s artwork after attending
Paper Moths Online Workshop with
local artist El l ie Chaney

Lee teaching volunteers on Hutton Roof
Common how to instal l deer fencing

around newly coppiced area.
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events with the opening of a trap, giving people the opportunity to get up close to just
some of the stunning moths we have in the Morecambe Bay area.
Woodbanks Delivering Community Engagement Benefits: the Woodbanks provide a
way for people to get out into the woods, meet people in a relaxed environment, and
engage with their local landscape either out of a love of wildlife or just for the wood
fuel or social interaction. The wood produced is taken away by the volunteers, in
exchange for their hard work, and used to heat their homes meaning less coal and gas is
used. We now have two woodbanks running: one at Dalton Crags Wood and the other
at Yewbarrow, Grange-Over-Sands. We are hoping to set up another two.
Hutton Roof: The volunteers on Hutton Roof have been clearing the areas after
contractor work. Even though this site is remote they have still been able to make use
of the timber produced. The group turned hazel rods into bean poles and pea sticks and
sold these to local residents from the village hall in Hutton Roof village. They raised
£215 from the sale of 43 bundles of pea sticks and bean poles so enabling them to buy
next year’s public liability insurance for the group. This will allow them to continue their
habitat management work into the future and beyond the end of our project. The
volunteers also spent a day lowering wood down a steep slope to a neighbouring field.
The local land owner allowed us to cut up the logs on their land and brought them
across in a trailer. This firewood is being distributed to local families and targeted at
families in fuel poverty.
Firewood: Some firewood has been given to local people struggling to afford to heat
their home through a food bank in Morecambe. Also, some is given to known families
unable to join us in the woods either due to their physical capabilities or work
commitments. This work helps to connect people with their local environment even
though they cannot get there themselves.
Woodland Crafts and the Rural Economy: The management of woodlands has long

been associated with the practice of
woodland crafts and the creation of local,
handmade products. In times gone by
woodlands were coppiced and managed
to solely provide the raw materials for
these various heritage woodland crafts,
the resulting habitat creation being an
unintended consequence. Through our
project we have been able to reinstate
this connection, albeit in reverse.
Training in Woodland Skills: Green
Recovery contractors undertake the initial

coppicing of trees and scrub, creating high quality habitat for wildlife and especially
priority species. We discuss the management with volunteers as part of the training and
experience of being outside. Volunteers and trainees then sort through the arisings to
provide materials for woodland crafts including; hurdle making, cleft paling fencing,
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bean poles, pea sticks, rustic furniture and woven garden structures. Also we teach
specific skills such as how bundle up products with twine for future use and how to
erect a deer fence.

Future Plans:Moving forward with our project, we hope to set up green woodworking
sessions for young people interested in woodland crafts, making items like green wood
benches and chairs. We aim to run multi-day sessions that allow attendees to really get
to grasp with a number of key skills, and the tools associated with these skills, needed
to create beautiful hand crafted items.
Social Media: At the start of October, we issued the first of our monthly newsletters
which we send to 129 people; we also have 232 Instagram followers, 53 on Twitter and
572 on Facebook. We are now able to advertise regular conservation work parties.

 Instagram page “morecambe_bay_green_recovery” was set up along
 twitter feed “morecambe_bay_green_recovery”.

We have received a lot of support from the events we have held; the Haverigg prison,
wood bank fuel poverty and mental wellbeing posts have been particularly popular. We
try to get posts out every day to keep our page current in newsfeeds, event reminders
are sent out before every volunteer event and summary posts are sent out after all
events.

Claire Harris BC Morecambe Bay’s Woodland Project Woodbank and Wellbeing
Officer

Ed Note. Wow….what an amazing project…..congratulations to all involved.

Haverigg Prison resident and supervisor,
learning how to use a two man saw.

Friends of Hutton Roof Common volunteer Eve
using a shave horse to make gypsy flowers
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Dragonflies at Large Heath butterfly sites
Acid heathlands can be good habitats for
dragonflies. When Large Heath butterflies
are still about in late June-early July, look
out for large hawkers. Common Hawker
appears to be declining in parts of its
European range, so it is a species worth
monitoring. At rest (which is not that
often!), the yellow leading-edge veins of
both sexes are visible and usefully
diagnostic when combined with the
spotted abdomen and brown
thorax. Blue-spotted males regularly
search low around pool edges in search of
females, but also hawk around trees for
insect prey. Other large hawkers may be
present. Emperor Dragonfly is a recent

‘incomer’, a sign of warming climate. It also has
yellow leading veins but shows much greenish
colour on the thorax and the abdomen is also
more colourful - blue or green - and not spotted.
Males often visit larger pools but tend to keep
well above the water rather than flying low.
Southern Hawkers and Migrant Hawker could
also occur, so there is plenty of challenge for
identification skills!
David Clarke
British Dragonfly Society Recorder, Cumbria
davidclarke6970@gmail.com

Wart Barrow Restoration

Much of the Branch’s habitat restoration work occurs at well-known and frequently
visited butterfly hotspots, but quietly over the last few years we have played a major
role in rescuing Wart Barrow from being overwhelmed by gorse and thorns. Wart
Barrow is part of the limestone ridge that stretches down from Hampsfell before
culminating at Humphrey Head at the north end of Morecambe Bay. It was designated
as a SSSI primarily for its calcareous grassland and nationally rare plants. This mosaic
of grassland, bracken, scrub and woodland also had three notable butterflies; Duke of
Burgundy, High Brown Fritillary and Northern Brown Argus. The first of these is long
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m
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Emperor Dragonfly, male

Common Hawker, male

Dragonfly, male
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gone, the fritillaries not seen for many years [but read on!] and the NBA limited to the
margins. More specifically this is the population in Allithwaite Quarry that has been
boosted by Cumbria BC’s involvement there over many years.

Most of the SSSI is in private ownership and not easily accessed but now that the two
main landowners are in agri-environment schemes and extremely supportive of our
restoration plans great progress has been made. Contractors cleared swathes of gorse
from the limestone ridge. Countless hours of work by Wendy Nelson and the
occasional volunteer work party have created connectivity routes between the
regenerating calcareous grassland rides. In the summer of 2021 we were excited to
find High Browns and evidence that NBA had found our newly exposed rock rose
patches. Previously unknown colonies of Herb Paris and Fly Orchids were seen. A
Silver- washed Fritillary visited and a larval web of the rare moth Small Eggar was found.
There is still much to be done but we are hopeful that this is just the start of the
blossoming of biodiversity at this lovely site. Crucial to this project has been the

presence of a local naturalist who knows and has the confidence of the landowners and
can liaise with them and national organisations such as Natural England and Butterfly
Conservation.

Martin Chadwick
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Monitoring Cumbria’s Butterflies and Moths…….we need your help!

Surveys and monitoring underpin much of Butterfly Conservation’s work. Surveys tell us
which species are where, meaning that sites can be protected and managed to conserve
our rarer species and maintain the plants and habitats upon which they depend.
Monitoring differs in that it informs us how population sizes change over time – in other
words, it provides a longer-term view of how species are faring. Butterfly and moth
numbers are driven by all manner of factors, including disease, predation, parasitism or
poor weather (which may affect them directly by preventing/facilitating breeding
activity, or indirectly, perhaps by impacting upon the conditions upon which their larvae
feed). Management can also affect host plant condition as well as having beneficial or
detrimental impacts upon other habitat variables crucial to butterflies and moths.

Examples include sward height, cover of bracken or woody plants, shade etc. with each
having greater or lesser effects on various species.
Butterfly Conservation and our partners in Cumbria use monitoring data to determine
how rare species are faring on sites that we manage. But the data have many more uses:
by pooling and averaging data from different sites we can also generate trends that
show how species numbers are changing both regionally and nationally; we can identify
management that works (and that doesn’t!), or confirm whether, say, sites receiving
agricultural grants out perform those unaided or whether organic systems surpass
non-organic. Basically, the uses to which data can be put are almost endless, providing
sufficient sites with sufficient variety are monitored. Although naturally, as
conservationists, it is the rare species that tend to hold greatest interest.
Volunteer efforts are the mainstay of monitoring of Cumbria’s rarest butterflies and
moths and Butterfly Conservation is always keen to hear from anyone who feels able to
spare a couple of hours per week, mainly during spring and summer. One of our most
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popular activities in which volunteers
engage is walking a transect. This involves
a weekly visit – it need not be on the
same day but ought to be during good
weather – to a single site. Each week, a
predetermined route is walked and the
number of each species of butterfly seen
is recorded. The recording season
normally extends April-September. This
method is widely used in the Morecambe
Bay area to monitor some of our
specialities such as High Brown and

Pearl-bordered fritillaries, Duke of Burgundy, Northern Brown Argus etc. The methods
are described here in full https://ukbms.org/ though full training can be provided as
needed. Currently, there are vacancies for sites on Whitbarrow, near
Grange-over-Sands and at Hutton Roof, just east of the M6. I’d also be interested to
hear from anyone able to assist with monitoring the rare Small Blue butterfly which is
found at Barrow, around Workington and near Maryport.
Not all monitoring involves transects; for species where the adults are difficult to count
accurately, counts of caterpillars may be undertaken. So, in August a select group of
volunteers gather to count the large, communal webs produced by the Marsh Fritillary.
Sites extend from the Killington Lake area, around Penrith and Keswick and out towards
Ennerdale in the West. Again, if you can spare a day or two, please get in touch.
September sees volunteer efforts focus along the shores of Windermere, Coniston and
Derwent Water. Here, the target is the larvae of the Netted Carpet moth. These
extremely cryptic caterpillars are counted year on year- indeed have been for almost

three decades – and we can say with absolute confidence that conservation efforts of
the National Trust and others are having great effect.

https://ukbms.org/
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I will be delighted to hear from anyone who feels able to offer their time to these
enjoyable and important activities. For the above species, full training is always
provided and there are training days and get togethers available to all.

Dave Wainwright, Regional Conservation Manager, Butterfly Conservation

Photographic Quiz - Vegetative Lepidoptera (cont)
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